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Abstract—This paper presents the research and results on
creating means for a comparative analysis of data entities
from knowledge resources. The research was started in order
to tackle the challenges of data analysis with increasing and
complex resources. Comparing data entities is a most ambitious
task for increasingly complex data objects, integrated resources,
and relations – from the knowledge resources, as well as
from the computational perspective. The implementation utilises
complementary components, which enable to structure and
describe complex knowledge and support an advanced analysis.
The paper presents practical examples and discusses the high
level view of an implementation and case study. For practical
reasons with the comparative analysis, the knowledge resources
utilise references to publicly available data resources. The goal
of this research is an advanced methodology and modular means
for comparative analysis and knowledge mining with information
systems and long-term multi-disciplinary knowledge resources.
Keywords–Knowledge Mining; Comparative Analysis; Content
Factor; Universal Decimal Classification; Advanced Data-centric
Computing.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Advanced methods of knowledge mining with information
systems and knowledge resources are becoming increasingly
important. With that, improving knowledge mining and at the
same time integrating larger amounts of data increases the
challenges. The core of challenges is the data analysis. Within
data analysis, comparing “data” is a central task. Comparing
data entities is an even more ambitious task when data objects
and relations are becoming more and more complex.
The term data entity in context with knowledge resources
refers to any data representing objects of any kind like digital
or realia objects, including references, e.g., to objects or
conceptual knowledge.
Within this research, special application components were
created and implemented in order to provide modular means
to be integrated for a comparative analysis, e.g., knowledge
resources referring to structured and unstructured data, conceptual data, especially knowledge classification, and methodologies specialised on the before mentioned means, e.g., the Content Factor method (CONTFACT) [1]. The multi-disciplinary
knowledge resources and the application of the Content Factor
method have enabled new flexible workflows and the creation
of new complementary means for both the enhancement of
multi-disciplinary knowledge resources and for data-centric
knowledge discovery processes [2]. Some of the most widely
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required means with data entities of knowledge resources are
components for a comparative analysis. Comparative Analysis
(CA) is defined as an item-by-item comparison of two or more
comparable entities.
This paper is organised as follows. Section II summarises
the state-of-the-art, motivation, and frame of reference to the
ground of comparison. Section III introduces the object and
data entities integration with different resources, and implemented for this case study. Section IV provides the computation and analysis results based on the selected resources.
Section V discusses the main results and evaluates them in
context of the application. Section VI summarises the results
and lessons learned, conclusions, and future work.
II. S TATE - OF - THE - ART, MOTIVATION , AND FRAME
The elementary way of knowledge mining, practised by
the vast majority of approaches and services ignores content
quality, document types, and cognitive knowledge. That means,
content is handled independently from the creation process and
expertise, content from databases, Web pages, and scanned
books are not differentiated, and classification of content is
disregarded.
CA modules can be used for arbitrary purposes with knowledge mining workflows, e.g., for selecting complementary
resources as well as selecting objects supporting decision
making processes. The methodology is used with knowledge
mining workflows, integrating dedicated knowledge resources
and publicly available content, e.g., text documents and books,
because of their complementary nature regarding content,
structure, and quality. The following sections describe the
motivation and the base of the conducted CA.
A. Frame of reference
The significance of integrating different data entities results
from the context, in which they are placed. This research
presents a methodology of comparing different data entities
as referred from objects in advanced knowledge resources.
Objects with higher quality are mostly more complex. Advanced knowledge mining and decision making requires more
than one methodology or algorithm for analysis of available
objects and their references, data entities, and attributes. A
major challenge is the difference of entities, e.g., regarding
entity type, original purpose of the entity, and source but also
content and structure.
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Different types of entities cannot be ignored from advanced
workflows because they contain unique knowledge and information. In most cases, the knowledge and information can even
only be provided by different entities and referred sources.
Methodologies should be provided, which are beneficial to
be integrated in advanced workflows, especially for analysis,
quantisation, and qualification of different entities. The deployed means should allow long-term data-centric applications
and intrinsically foster the seamless integration with existing
workflows. In addition, the methodologies and architecture of
integration should allow the implementation of modular and
least invasive components.
B. Grounds for comparison
Besides the complexity, a combination of data entities
from different sources and different types was choosen for
the following reasons. The rationale behind the choice for
knowledge resources and entities from referred objects results
from complementary content and context. There is an arbitrary
high quality of multi-disciplinary content in the knowledge resources, which are in continuous development [3]. In addition,
the knowledge resources can provide an extremely high knowledge and information density. The Gutenberg resources [4] can
provide a large number of fully publicly available standard
text documents and elaborations for a wide multi-disciplinary
context. Both types of resources contain essential amounts of
textual content and are continuously extended and improved.
The relationship between different entities is the addressed
knowledge content with its unique nature. The thesis is, that
different entities should neither be left out from advanced
workflows nor should their content, the unique knowledge
and information, be ignored. The following lens comparison
discusses the most important aspects text-by-text, focussing on
advanced knowledge resources and referred resources.
III. I NTEGRATION OF RESOURCES
The following sections describe how an integration was
achieved and which results were gained with the analysis.
A. Data entities
Data entities can be created from many resources. With this
research, knowledge objects and data entities were automatically created from ‘Gutenberg documents’. At the time of
the case study (January 2017) Project Gutenberg [4] offered
53,855 free ebooks for download. The document files include
the text in a version of the respective edition, which can be
a revised edition or translation. The text editions are linked
as different document files, e.g., plain text files, which can
be converted into data entities and integrated with different
data entities. Regarding conceptual knowledge, the Gutenberg documents use a flat implementation of the Library of
Congress (LoC) classification outline [5]. The ebook links
contain some relevant information, too, e.g., the bibliographic
record, EBook-No. 25062, a link the LoC Class entries, and
the release date of the edition. The original publication date
of the source text is contained in the document files.
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Data entities from knowledge resources’ collections and
containers [1] are used with many knowledge mining applications [3]. Knowledge resources contain multi-disciplinary
knowledge objects, which can be used in arbitrary ways for
providing factual, conceptual, procedural, and meta-cognitive
knowledge. The objects can contain any content and context
as well as references, e.g., translations, transliterations, synonyms, associations, references, conceptual knowledge (e.g.,
UDC), concordances, links, keywords, and Content Factors
(of elements). The objects can be based on records, e.g.,
characters, words, lines, and complex records. Any content and
context can be used for analysis and evaluation of an object.
With the created modules the data entities from the Gutenberg resources can be handled in the same way as knowledge
resources’ objects, e.g., of different origin. The following case
study starts with a knowledge mining request for “Vesuvius”
in the context of “volcanology”. The primary Gutenberg result
matrix contains a number of documents [6]-[12] provided with
the precomputation.
B. Object and data entity integration
Objects and data entities can be integrated with knowledge
resources in arbitrary ways, e.g., as a referred object or by
creating an instance of an object. The integration allows
an analysis and evaluation, e.g., with knowledge resources’
objects. The following excerpt (Figure 1) shows a knowledge
resources’ object automatically created from an entity of
Gutenberg document 33483 [7] with LoC classification [13].
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33483-0.txt [Document]:
...
THE
ERUPTION OF VESUVIUS
IN 1872, ...
BY
PROFESSOR LUIGI PALMIERI,
_Of the University of Naples; Director of the Vesuvian Observatory._
...
WITH NOTES, AND AN
_INTRODUCTORY SKETCH OF THE PRESENT STATE OF KNOWLEDGE_
OF
TERRESTRIAL VULCANICITY,
_The Cosmical Nature and Relations of
Volcanoes and Earthquakes._
...
BY
ROBERT MALLET,
_Mem. Inst. C.E., F.R.S., F.G.S., M.R.I.A., &c., &c._
...
WITH ILLUSTRATIONS. ...
LONDON: ...
_ASHER & CO._,
13, BEDFORD STREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C. ...
1873. ...
W. S. Johnson, Nassau Steam Press, 60, St. Martin’s Lane,
Charing Cross, W.C.
...

Figure 1. Automatically created Gutenberg knowledge resources object
for document 33483 (geosciences collection, LX, excerpt).

As an example, an object excerpt of an object instance
“Vesuvius” from a knowledge resources’ collection, resulting
from a knowledge mining process, is shown in Figure 2.
The objects can contain any knowledge, e.g., factual and
conceptual knowledge. Here, the object carries names
and synonyms in different languages, dynamically usable
geocoordinates, Universal Decimal Classification (UDC) and
so on, including geoclassification (UDC:(37), Italia. Ancient
Rome and Italy). The data used here is based on the content
and context from the knowledge resources, provided by the
LX Foundation Scientific Resources (LX not an acronym) [3].
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Vesuvius [Volcanology, Geology, Archaeology]:
(lat.) Mons Vesuvius.
(ital.) Vesuvio.
Volcano, Gulf of Naples, Italy.
Complex volcano (compound volcano).
Stratovolcano, large cone (Gran Cono).
Volcano Type: Somma volcano,
VNUM: 0101-02=,
Summit Elevation: 1281\UD{m}. ...
...
Syn.: Vesaevus, Vesevus, Vesbius, Vesvius
s. volcano, super volcano, compound volcano
s. also Pompeji, Herculaneum, seismology
...
compare La Soufrière, Mt. Scenery, Soufriere
...
%%IML: UDC:[911.2+55]:[57+930.85]:[902]"63"(4+37+23+24)=12=14
%%IML: GoogleMapsLocation: http://maps.google.de/maps?hl=de&gl=de&vpsrc
=0&ie=UTF8&ll=40.821961,14.428868&spn=0.018804,0.028238&t=h&z=15
...
...
...
...
...
...

Figure 2. Knowledge resources collection object “Vesuvius”
(LX resources, geoscientific collection, excerpt).

The LX knowledge resources’ structure and the classification
references [14] based on UDC [15] are essential means for
the processing workflows and evaluation of the knowledge
objects and containers. Both provide strong multi-disciplinary
and multi-lingual support. For this part of the research all
small unsorted excerpts of the knowledge resources objects
only refer to main UDC-based classes, which for this part
of the publication are taken from the Multilingual Universal
Decimal Classification Summary (UDCC Publication No. 088)
[16] released by the UDC Consortium under the Creative
Commons Attribution Share Alike 3.0 license [17] (first release
2009, subsequent update 2012).
IV.

C OMPUTATION AND ANALYSIS

A. Content Factor computation for data entities
Objects of any kind can be integrated with knowledge
resources. Objects can contain instances of data entities and
refer to associated knowledge. For an analysis, a number of
common information regarding the objects and data entities
is required. The following excerpt (Figure 3) illustrates the
creation of Content Factor definition sets [1] for the use
with data entities. Definition sets are used for both Gutenberg
resources and knowledge resources.
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% (c) LX-Project, 2016, 2017
{Vol}:=[Vv][Oo][Ll][Cc][Aa][Nn]
{Vul}:=[Vv][Uu][Ll][Cc][Aa][Nn]
{Veu}:=[Vv][Ee][Ss][Uu][Vv]
{Vee}:=[Vv][Ee][Ss][Ee][Vv][Oo]
{Kom}:=[Kk][Oo][Mm][Ee][Tt]
{Com}:=[Cc][Oo][Mm][Ee][Tt]
{Met}:=[Mm][Ee][Tt][Ee][Oo][Rr]
{Erd}:=[Ee][Rr][Dd][Bb][Ee][Bb][Ee][Nn]
{Ear}:=[Ee][Aa][rr][Tt][Hh][Qq][Uu][Aa][Kk][Ee]
{Puz}:=[Pp][Uu][Zz][Zz][Oo][Ll]
{Poz}:=[Pp][Oo][Zz][Zz][Oo][Ll]

Figure 3. CONTFACT definition set for Gutenberg Project resources and
knowledge resources, (LX, excerpt).

Figure 4 shows the Normed Basic Content Factor (NBCF,
κB ) [1] computed for a knowledge resources object reference
to the Gutenberg Project document 33483.
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CONTFACT:BEGIN
CONTFACT:20161227-234624:AU:{Veu}{Veu}{Vul}{Vol}{Ear}{Veu}{Met}{Veu}{Vol}{Met
}...{Veu}{Veu}{Ear}{Veu}...{Veu}{Veu}{Veu}{Veu}...{Veu}{Ear}{Vol}{Ear}/39843
CONTFACT:20161227-234624:AS:{Ear}...{Veu}{Veu}{Vol}{Vol}...{Vul}{Vul}/39843
CONTFACT:20161227-234624:M:{Vol}:=[Vv][Oo][Ll][Cc][Aa][Nn]
CONTFACT:20161227-234624:M:{Vul}:=[Vv][Uu][Ll][Cc][Aa][Nn]
CONTFACT:20161227-234624:M:{Veu}:=[Vv][Ee][Ss][Uu][Vv]
CONTFACT:20161227-234624:M:{Vee}:=[Vv][Ee][Ss][Ee][Vv][Oo]
CONTFACT:20161227-234624:M:{Kom}:=[Kk][Oo][Mm][Ee][Tt]
CONTFACT:20161227-234624:M:{Com}:=[Cc][Oo][Mm][Ee][Tt]
CONTFACT:20161227-234624:M:{Met}:=[Mm][Ee][Tt][Ee][Oo][Rr]
CONTFACT:20161227-234624:M:{Erd}:=[Ee][Rr][Dd][Bb][Ee][Bb][Ee][Nn]
CONTFACT:20161227-234624:M:{Ear}:=[Ee][Aa][rr][Tt][Hh][Qq][Uu][Aa][Kk][Ee]
CONTFACT:20161227-234624:M:{Puz}:=[Pp][Uu][Zz][Zz][Oo][Ll]
CONTFACT:20161227-234624:M:{Poz}:=[Pp][Oo][Zz][Zz][Oo][Ll]
CONTFACT:20161227-234624:M:STAT:OBJECTELEMENTSDEF=11
CONTFACT:20161227-234624:M:STAT:OBJECTELEMENTSALL=39843
CONTFACT:20161227-234624:M:STAT:OBJECTELEMENTSMAT=356
CONTFACT:20161227-234624:M:STAT:OBJECTELEMENTSCFO=.00900324
CONTFACT:20161227-234624:M:STAT:OBJECTELEMENTSKWO=1
CONTFACT:20161227-234624:M:STAT:OBJECTELEMENTSLAN=0
CONTFACT:20161227-234624:M:INFO:OBJECTELEMENTSOBJ=33483-0.txt
CONTFACT:20161227-234624:M:INFO:OBJECTELEMENTSDCM=(c) LX-Project, 2016, 2017
CONTFACT:20161227-234624:M:INFO:OBJECTELEMENTSMTX=LX Foundation Scientific
Resources; Object Collection
CONTFACT:20161227-234624:M:INFO:OBJECTELEMENTSAUT=Claus-Peter R\"uckemann
CONTFACT:END

Figure 4. NBCF κB computed for knowledge resources object reference
to Gutenberg Project document 33483 (LX Resources, excerpt).

Figure 5 shows the NBCF computed for a knowledge resources
object reference to the object “Vesuvius”.
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CONTFACT:BEGIN
CONTFACT:20170205-161508:AU:{Veu}{Vol}{Veu}{Veu}{Vol}{Vol}{Vol}{Vol}{Vol}{Vol}{
Vol}{Vol}{Vol}/71
CONTFACT:20170205-161508:AS:{Veu}{Veu}{Veu}{Vol}{Vol}{Vol}{Vol}{Vol}{Vol}{Vol}{
Vol}{Vol}{Vol}/71
CONTFACT:20170205-161508:M:{Vol}:=[Vv][Oo][Ll][Cc][Aa][Nn]
CONTFACT:20170205-161508:M:{Vul}:=[Vv][Uu][Ll][Cc][Aa][Nn]
CONTFACT:20170205-161508:M:{Veu}:=[Vv][Ee][Ss][Uu][Vv]
CONTFACT:20170205-161508:M:{Vee}:=[Vv][Ee][Ss][Ee][Vv][Oo]
CONTFACT:20170205-161508:M:{Kom}:=[Kk][Oo][Mm][Ee][Tt]
CONTFACT:20170205-161508:M:{Com}:=[Cc][Oo][Mm][Ee][Tt]
CONTFACT:20170205-161508:M:{Met}:=[Mm][Ee][Tt][Ee][Oo][Rr]
CONTFACT:20170205-161508:M:{Erd}:=[Ee][Rr][Dd][Bb][Ee][Bb][Ee][Nn]
CONTFACT:20170205-161508:M:{Ear}:=[Ee][Aa][rr][Tt][Hh][Qq][Uu][Aa][Kk][Ee]
CONTFACT:20170205-161508:M:{Puz}:=[Pp][Uu][Zz][Zz][Oo][Ll]
CONTFACT:20170205-161508:M:{Poz}:=[Pp][Oo][Zz][Zz][Oo][Ll]
CONTFACT:20170205-161508:M:STAT:OBJECTELEMENTSDEF=11
CONTFACT:20170205-161508:M:STAT:OBJECTELEMENTSALL=71
CONTFACT:20170205-161508:M:STAT:OBJECTELEMENTSMAT=13
CONTFACT:20170205-161508:M:STAT:OBJECTELEMENTSCFO=.21311475
CONTFACT:20170205-161508:M:STAT:OBJECTELEMENTSKWO=2
CONTFACT:20170205-161508:M:STAT:OBJECTELEMENTSLAN=1
CONTFACT:20170205-161508:M:INFO:OBJECTELEMENTSOBJ=Vesuvius
CONTFACT:20170205-161508:M:INFO:OBJECTELEMENTSDCM=(c) LX-Project, 2016, 2017
CONTFACT:20170205-161508:M:INFO:OBJECTELEMENTSMTX=LX Foundation Scientific
Resources; Object Collection
CONTFACT:20170205-161508:M:INFO:OBJECTELEMENTSAUT=Claus-Peter R\"uckemann
CONTFACT:END

Figure 5. NBCF κB computed for knowledge resources object
“Vesuvius” (LX Resources, excerpt).

Both NBCF were computed with the same definition set
(Figure 3). The data entities from the referenced Gutenberg
resources and knowledge resources both contain multiple
matches. The resulting Content Factor for the knowledge
resources object is higher due to the higher concentration of
relevant elements in the object. The Gutenberg object shows
a higher absolute number of matches and multiple hits.
B. Procedures and modules
Two main modules were required with the assistance precomputation for identifying and selecting objects and data
entities from the Gutenberg resources before entering the CA
workflow. The preparative assistance data was computed with
a module gutenberganalysis and the classification was
extracted with a module gutenbergloc. The implementation
case study for the comparative analysis methodology required
the creation of several major components and modules. Table I
shows a sequence of modules, which allows to create the base
for a CA workflow as created with this case study.
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TABLE I. C OMPARATIVE A NALYSIS WORKFLOW PROCEDURES AND
IMPLEMENTED MODULES WITH G UTENBERG RESOURCES .

Maximum = 1
Mean = 0.125
Minimum = 0

Data Object: vesuvius.txt

1

Module

Gutenberg interface
Configuration
Inconsistencies checker
Data slicer
Analysis
Configuration
Data join
Configuration
Visualisation module
Configuration
Plotting generator
Conditional visualisation
Statistics
Configuration
Visualisation plotting
Configuration

textca_gutenberginterface

textca_analysis
textca_join
textca_visualisation

0
0

textca_statistics
textca_plotting

C. Comparison of data entities in collections
Figure 6 shows the computed CA module result for a case
insensitive vesuv ([Vv][Ee][Ss][Uu][Vv]) target for the
above Gutenberg object (Figure 1).
Data Object: 33483-0.txt

1

5

10
15
Line Number

20

25

Hits: 3
Records (lines): 24

Figure 7. Comparative Analysis module result for the knowledge resources
collection object “Vesuvius” (LX resources, geoscientific collection, excerpt).

Practically, the modules can be implemented with any environment and frameworks. In the case study Perl, Shell, and
Gnuplot have been used. In general this means any module
could be replaced by a different implementation separately.
Any module requires configuration options, which at least can
be pre-configured options. In their application, the analysis
up to visualisation modules for the Gutenberg resources are
identical to the application for the knowledge resources. Therefore, the computations for all data entities were done with the
textca group of modules.

Maximum = 1
Mean = 0.015919
Minimum = 0

[Vv][Ee][Ss][Uu][Vv]

Element Count

Procedure

The result shows some criteria of the object itself in context
with the relevant mining pattern. The figure illustrates that the
object contains a relevant mining result in the first and several
consecutive records (here: lines) with a maximal occurance
count of one in a record. The density of relevant occurances in
the object is relatively high compared to common texts, even if
from comparable special topic documents. Therefore, the mean
value is quite high in that case. The computed background
shading illustrates the space spanned by the available records
(number of lines) and element counts. The mean value is
illustrated by the border of the color change.
D. Comparison of data entities in containers
Figure 8 shows the computed CA module result for
a Gutenberg object for a case insensitive vulc/volc
([Vv][UuOo][Ll][Cc]) target.
Maximum = 2
Mean = 0.00223692
Minimum = 0

[Vv][Ee][Ss][Uu][Vv]

Data Object: pg25062.txt

Element Count

Element Count

2

[Vv][UuOo][Ll][Cc]

1

0
0

500

1000

1500

2000 2500
Line Number

3000

3500

4000

4500

Hits: 66
Records (lines): 4146

Figure 6. Comparative Analysis module result for a Gutenberg object precomputed by an assistance process for the case insensitive vesuv target.

The analysis including the illustration was automatically
computed for the respective object.
Figure 7 shows the automatically computed CA module
result with the respective target (pattern) for the resulting
knowledge resources collection object “Vesuvius” (Figure 2).
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10000

12000

Hits: 23
Records (lines): 10282

Figure 8. Comparative Analysis module result for a Gutenberg object precomputed by an assistance process for case insensitive vulc/volc target.

Figure 9 shows the automatically computed CA module
result with the respective target (pattern) for the resulting
knowledge resources collection object “Vesuvius” (Figure 2).
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Maximum = 3
Mean = 0.416667
Minimum = 0

Element Count

for the knowledge entities, e.g., based on their context. The
results of the CA, the Content Factor, classification, and any
results and attributes from assistant views can be included in
an analysis, e.g., if a ranking of results is required for a specific
knowledge mining workflow.

Data Object: vesuvius.txt

3

[Vv][UuOo][Ll][Cc]

2

V. D ISCUSSION
The case study integrates sources of different knowledge
entities for knowledge mining workflows, selecting entities by
computing advanced analysis criteria.

1

0
0

5

10
15
Line Number

20

25

Hits: 10
Records (lines): 24

Figure 9. Comparative Analysis module result for the knowledge resources
collection object “Vesuvius” (LX resources, geoscientific collection, excerpt).

There is more than one occurance in several lines each, with
a maximal occurance count of three in a record. Figure 10
shows the computed CA module result for the volcanological
features container for the same target.
Maximum = 8
Mean = 2.34631
Minimum = 0

Data Object: container_volc.txt

8

[Vv][UuOo][Ll][Cc]

7

Element Count

6
5
4
3
2
1

A. Integration and comparison
The selected data compasses over 50,000 Gutenberg documents and more than 50,000 objects from knowledge resources. The selected sizes of objects range from hundreds
of bytes to several megabytes.
The limitation for the case study was done for demonstration, due to the fact that the number of available overall
knowledge resources objects may easily outnumber the number
of Gutenberg documents. With the resources, the classification
considers about fifty languages, summing up to about three
million descriptions. Conceptual assistance is available for
resource and object classification, which allows to automate
integration workflows.
For the integration, instances of the objects containing the
relevant data entities were automatically computed. It was
possible to apply the provided means in the same way to the
entities. The computation for the data entities from knowledge
resources can be much more fine grained and systematic due
to the complex structures and elements. The computation for
the Gutenberg data entities can use the same means but some
details and structure are not automatically available. The data
sizes of the main Gutenberg data entities are most probably
larger than these of the average knowledge resources’ data
entities.

0
0

200

400

600

800
1000
Line Number

1200

1400

1600

1800

Hits: 4038
Records (lines): 1721

Figure 10. Comparative Analysis module result for the volcanological features
container for case insensitive vulc/volc target (LX resources).

Both figures (Figures 10 and 8) illustrate the very high
relevance of the objects. Nevertheless, the structure and density
of hits is much higher in the container object than in the
Gutenberg object. In addition, the mean value is extremely high
for the container object. Also, the central part of the container
object does not contain a line without the target. There are
even more hits than records.
Even in a top hit Gutenberg object the number of records is
much higher and the number of hits is lower. The comparison
also reveals that both objects represent different object types,
a knowledge resources object and a classical text object. The
latter one mostly contains natural language. For any resources,
many CA and Content Factor computations are done on a result
matrix. With any workflow further information and decision
making support can result from computing assistant views
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B. CA mean values
Table II compares CA mean values from the computation for
selected objects and target groups for the integrated resources.
TABLE II. S ELECTED COMPUTATION DATA ENTITIES : O BJECTS AND
TARGET GROUPS SORTED BY THEIR CA MEAN VALUES .

Object

Target / Target-Group

CA Mean

Knowledge res., Vesuvius
Gutenberg 33483-0
Know. res., volc. feat. cont.
Gutenberg 25062

[Vv][Ee][Ss][Uu][Vv]
[Vv][Ee][Ss][Uu][Vv]
[Vv][Ee][Ss][Uu][Vv]
[Vv][Ee][Ss][Uu][Vv]

0.125
0.015919
0.00291375
0.000486287

Know. res., volc. feat. cont.
Knowledge res., Vesuvius
Gutenberg 33483-0
Gutenberg 25062

[Vv][UuOo][Ll][Cc]
[Vv][UuOo][Ll][Cc]
[Vv][UuOo][Ll][Cc]
[Vv][UuOo][Ll][Cc]

2.34631
0.416667
0.0356971
0.00223692

There are entities with higher and lower mean values, for the
Gutenberg resources as well as for the knowledge resources.
Higher values indicate a cumulation of relevant terms, e.g., as
with the appearance in collections, tabulars, and listings.
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Practice showed that for complementing knowledge in the
volcanological features container with extended context, relevant entities from the Gutenberg resources with higher mean
values can be a primary source for references. Relevant entities
from the Gutenberg resources with lower mean values may
primarily deliver reference information for collection objects.
C. Ranking
For this scenario, a ranking was built from the rankings
for the entities from the Gutenberg entities and from the
knowledge resources.
The ranking considers the available information, e.g., classified targets, relevance of targets, references and context. The
Gutenberg ranking especially considers the results from the
CA, Content Factor and classification (LoC), based on the
primary Gutenberg result matrix. The ranking of knowledge resources especially considers the CA, Content Factor, and classification, e.g., UDC and Universal Classified Classification
(UCC). The integrated ranking considers the the CA, Content
Factor values, and concordances of comparable entities.
An integration for a workflow ranking requires that the
means need to be individually choosen for a certain application
scenario. In this case, a records base (lines) was an appropriate
choice for CA, Content Factor, and conceptual knowledge.
D. Computational trace and context
A common knowledge discovery process integrates a sequence of decision making processes at different levels, e.g.,
from which resources to which single objects. Each step in a
sequence can require to handle millions of objects and references. The access to the Gutenberg resources is not intended to
be automated. Therefore, no performance data is available for
the Gutenberg resources or for conducting the precomputation
for its whole content. The precomputation assistance includes
the cached Gutenberg content for the respective mining targets.
Table III shows the computation characteristics relevant with
the workflow procedure for an example of the above integrated
Gutenberg and knowledge resources case for two objects.
TABLE III. C OMPUTATION CHARACTERISTICS WITH THE WORKFLOW
PROCEDURE FOR TWO INTEGRATED OBJECTS , WALL TIMES PER CPU.

Workflow Procedure

Wall Time

Precomputation assistance
Analysis, resources classification
Analysis, object classification
Comparative Analysis
(Integrative workflow step)

24.8 s
1.2 s
14.7 s
3.2 s
ns

The table times refer to one Central Processing Unit (CPU)
per mining process (Intel Xeon, at 2.9 GHz). Due to the
complexity of the elementary workflows it is not desirable to
have more than one CPU per process involved at the atomic
level. Arbitrary practical application scenarios involving many
processes with large data resources may be organised to fit
the architecture of the available infrastructure. With certain
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scenarios, where an author wants to integrate complex references, the precomputation assistance can benefit a lot from
using many-CPU infrastructures. The higher level workflow
step, integrating the aforementioned procedures, will use a
lot of intermediate results from procedures and content from
resources. There is no general range for the time scale at the
higher levels but at these levels the requirements on computation and communication can be extremely high, therefore,
the higher level steps are candidates for parallelisation. Anyhow, workflow creators must always be aware that computing
requirements can be non-linear, depending on the workflow
created by an author for a choosen purpose.
VI.

C ONCLUSION

The paper presented an advanced methodology for knowledge mining with multi-disciplinary knowledge resources and
different data entities. Required modules and algorithms were
successfully and efficiently implemented for supporting a
Comparative Analysis, integrating different data entities in
mining workflows.
This research showed that with the availability of appropriate methodologies different entities neither need to be left
out from advanced knowledge mining workflows nor should
their content be ignored. It was shown that in result, there is a
complementary relationship between objects from knowledge
resources and referred objects from external sources, including
their data entities.
The Content Factor methodology for data description and
analysis is used with all available resources. As was shown,
CA methods cannot be replaced by other means like classification or Content Factor because they are based on completely different grounds but these complementary means can
be integrated within more complex workflows. CA modules
can help optimise the decision making, e.g., with supporting
context-spanning Content Factor definition sets. CA modules
can be used for delivering additional descriptive information,
which can be used for documentation and knowledge mining
purposes. CA is much beyond statistics. The significant part
of the CA is the visualisation of pattern sequences in entities.
The pattern sequences hold relevant parts of the entity characteristics and can also be used for documentation. The statistics
are used in addition, for the analysis.
Objects from advanced knowledge resources can provide an
excellent data base on knowledge. The knowledge resources
can provide high quality object collections and containers with
data entities of most reliable and unique content and qualities.
Referred objects from external sources can extend the available data base regarding width and depth. Therefore, referred
objects and external sources can extend the available data
base and content. The best fit targets regarding volcanological
features from the resources, including the Gutenberg resources,
were automatically analysed.
On the side of the Gutenberg resources, a number of
challenges have been found especially with the Gutenberg
objects themselves. With the documents, workflow creators
face a lot of inconsistencies in structure and marking even
regarding major elements. Bibliographic data and versioning
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could also be improved. Better structured and more complete
bibliographic data would be beneficial for any wider and
systematic use. A common container format for the Gutenberg
documents, handling any data files and associated data in a
flexible and ‘clean’ way would be beneficial.
Besides the purpose laid out with this research, CA modules
can be a complementary and supportive methodology applied
with a wide range of advanced applications like document
identification or plagiarism detection. Future work will be
spent on further integrating different resources and creating
methods and means for handling data entities and objects.
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